For my loving interfaith family:
My parents, William and Martha
My husband, Paul
My children, Aimee and Ben.
And for Reverend Julia Jarvis and Rabbi Harold White,
my pastor and my rabbi.
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INTRODUCTION

The Kaleidoscope

E

clan gathers for a huge Passover seder in Florida. My eighty-eigh
year-old father presides over the ritual meal, leading us through the prayers and songs o
religious freedom. The family at the table includes believers, seekers, and secularists, Jew
Catholics, Protestants, Buddhists, and those who claim interfaith identity. A Jewish nephe
who is about to become a bar mitzvah and a Catholic nephew who just received Fir
Communion compete with my interfaith son to nd the traditional hidden matzoh. We are
joyous, motley crew, intent on celebrating together.
In twenty- rst-century America, we live in a kaleidoscope of religious identities: comple
swirling patterns of faith, spirituality, heritage, and practice. Many of us attend more tha
one place of worship. We change our religions more than once in a lifetime. We may believ
in God or not but still seek spiritual experience inside and outside of churches, synagogue
mosques, and temples. And we are marrying across traditional lines of race, ethnicity, gende
and religion.
In the midst of this religious ux and ow, interfaith couples are making a new an
controversial choice: raising children with both family religions. As an interfaith child and a
interfaith parent, I feel exhilarated by this new uidity, empowered by the transition awa
from restrictive either/or identity labels and into the inevitable and more expansive both/an
future.
Americans are leaving behind traditional single-faith identities. Almost a quarter of u
attend religious services of more than one faith or denomination, according to a 2009 stud
by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life. “The religious beliefs and practices o
Americans do not t neatly into conventional categories,” that study concludes. At the sam
time, according to Pew researchers, more than one in four American adults change fait
a liation at least once, and that rises to almost half of us if it includes denomination change
(for instance, from Lutheran to Methodist).
Meanwhile, the proportion of religiously una liated Americans has grown rapidly—t
almost 20 percent of the population. And yet, the majority of those 46 million una liate
adults believe in God or a universal spirit. This seeming paradox—belief in God withou
religious a liation—will not come as a surprise to those in interfaith families, many o
whom have rich spiritual lives but do not belong to a church or synagogue. My family woul
be classi ed as religiously una liated, even though we light Shabbat candles on Fridays, sin
Christian hymns in church with extended family, and wrestle with theology as we educat
our children in both religions.
I am not advocating for a “spiritual but not religious” rejection of community. The hunge
for community, for belonging, is universal. As human beings who evolved in clans and tribe
we crave social networks. Religious community provides intergenerational bonding, th
support of wise clergy, preservation of our shared history and texts, and the comfort of ritu
—not to mention the arrival of casseroles in times of trouble.
ACH YEAR, MY EXTENDED

I argue here that it is not necessary to share a single faith in order to share such bene t
In fact, I contend that it is indeed possible to raise children with two religions, and that bot
couples and children experience the distinct bene ts of this choice. This book describes
grassroots movement of interfaith families claiming the right to create their own communitie
beyond a single creed or dogma, bound instead by respect for both Judaism and Christianit
and a desire to explore the similarities, di erences, and points of historical and theologica
connection. In these pages, I seek to answer three questions about this movement: Why ar
intermarried couples choosing two religions for their children despite pressure to choose onl
one? What are the bene ts and drawbacks of raising children with both family religions? An
how do these children feel, as they enter adulthood, about their interfaith education an
complex religious identities?
Growing up Jewish, I learned that no choice made by parents can eliminate completel
either the challenges or the gifts of being born an interfaith child. Each pathway—choosin
one religion, choosing two religions, choosing a third religion, choosing no religion—ha
advantages and disadvantages. Books, outreach programs, and couples groups sponsored b
religious institutions push, with varying degrees of subtlety, for couples to choose a particula
pathway. Here, I acknowledge my own bias as I argue for the legitimacy of the pathway tha
works for me, my husband, and my children: doing both.
Clergy often state that children raised with two faiths will be confused. The scant evidenc
they cite dates from an era when there were no interfaith communities. Some of those wh
claimed they were raising children with both religions were actually raising them with ver
little religion at all, in part because society disapproves of choosing both. Extended famil
mourned for the intermarried couple; clergy rejected them. In short, many early attempts t
raise children in two religions were doomed by lack of support.
A child raised in a community of supportive interfaith families, with clergy from bot
traditions, has a very di erent experience from a child raised by parents who are isolated b
their interfaith choice. My own two teenagers have been loved, challenged, and guided by
rabbi and a minister working as a team. And they have been welcomed at church an
synagogue by family on both sides. This book presents preliminary evidence that childre
raised in interfaith family communities can become sensitive and articulate interfait
spokespeople, drawing strength from two religions.

WE ARE ALL INTERMARRIED
Whether Jews or Christians or Hindus or Buddhists, no two individuals have identical belie
and practices; thus, every marriage could be considered an interfaith marriage. Man
interchurch couples share some of the same challenges and bene ts of intermarriage, whethe
the marriage is Baptist/Quaker, Lutheran/Unitarian, or whether it’s an “intershul” Jewis
marriage such as Modern Orthodox/Jewish Renewal. Even if both partners are Roma
Catholic, they may not share identical beliefs on the power of prayer or the role of women i
the Church. Even if both partners are Reform Jews, one may be an atheist and one
Kabbalistic mystic.
Most of the couples in this book are Jewish and Christian, but I believe their stories wi
inspire interfaith Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, and Pagan families. I focus on Judaism an
Christianity not only because of my own experience as the middle generation in a happ

three-generation Jewish and Christian family but also because Jewish and Christian familie
constitute the rst great wave of religious intermarriage in America, on the forefront o
creating programs to educate children in both family religions.
Interfaith marriage is the norm in many communities now, rather than the exception. Th
Pew Forum’s 2008 U.S. Religious Landscape Survey found that 37 percent of all American
married or living with a partner are in interfaith (or mixed denomination) relationship
Some religious institutions feel threatened by the rise of intermarriage, queasy about th
religious kaleidoscope. Many Jewish institutions and some Christian denominations, includin
Roman Catholicism, the Greek Orthodox Church, and Mormonism, have policies discouragin
intermarriage.
And yet the intermarriage rate continues to increase. A 2005 report from the U.
Conference of Catholic Bishops found Catholics marrying out at a rate as high as 50 percen
The intermarriage rate for Jews married since 1996 was calculated to be 47 percent by th
2001 National Jewish Population Survey (NJPS). There are over a million of thes
Jewish/non-Jewish families in America, a number that is growing by at least forty thousan
each year.
The statistics on Jewish intermarriage have been both mourned and challenged; the NJP
study became so controversial that no new ten-year survey was done in 2010. Part of th
issue has been the heated ongoing disagreement in Judaism over “Who is a Jew?” Ar
demographers to use the Orthodox de nition (Judaism is matrilineal)? Or the Reform
de nition (either parent can be Jewish)? Or allow Jews to self-identify, even if they claim
second religion?
What we can say is that the majority of American children with Jewish heritage now hav
Christian heritage as well. In other words, children are now more likely to be born int
interfaith families than into families with two Jewish parents. And Jewish institutions are ju
beginning to grapple with this fact.
Some Jewish leaders still call intermarriage the “silent Holocaust.” Others view it as a
opportunity to increase the number of Jewish conversions or at least the number of Jewis
children. When two Jews marry out, rather than marrying each other, the number of childre
with Jewish heritage doubles. “The ‘extended’ population of Jewish ancestry in the U.S.
continually expanding as a result of mixed unions,” observed demographer Barry Kosmin in
2009 paper based on the American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS).
Many now call for greater acceptance of Jewish intermarriage in the face of th
demographic reality. Rabbi Arthur Blecher goes even further in his book The New Judaism
arguing that such marriages are not only genetically healthy for Jews but have been commo
throughout Jewish history. He contends that the low rate of Jewish intermarriage in the r
half of the twentieth century was actually an exception, and that the panic over Jewis
intermarriage today is caused in part by the abrupt transition from a period when America
Jews were isolated as an immigrant culture, back to a higher rate of intermarriage in recen
decades.
Some of us are audacious enough to believe that raising children with both religions
actually good for the Jews (and good for the Christians or for any other faith o
denomination represented in the marriage). The children in these pages have grown up to b
Christians who are uncommonly knowledgeable about and comfortable with Jews, or Jew

who are adept at working with and understanding Christians. Or they continue to claim bot
religions and serve as bridges between the two. I see all of these possible outcomes a
positive.

LIKE IT OR NOT, COUPLES ARE CHOOSING BOTH
For years, religious institutions have attempted to portray choosing both religions a
completely outside the norm. And yet, 90 percent of intermarried Jewish families reporte
having Christmas trees, while over half of them also lit Hanukkah candles, according to a
ARIS report as far back as 1990. But only in recent years have researchers begun t
acknowledge the existence of dual-faith families as a significant category.
Faced with the failure to conduct any national survey of the Jewish population in 2010
individual Jewish communities around the country conducted their own local studies. Most o
these studies measured the percentage of children being raised as “Jewish and somethin
else” or “partially Jewish.” In other words, they acknowledged a separate category fo
children being raised with two religions. And they discovered that in some areas, mor
interfaith children are being raised with two religions than as exclusively Jewish, accordin
to a compilation of these studies by the North American Jewish Data Bank. Such place
included Minneapolis (33 percent “partially Jewish,” versus 30 percent “Jewish only”), Sa
Diego, and Philadelphia. And at least a quarter of all children of intermarriage were bein
raised with two religions in places including Chicago, Saint Paul, and Tucson. Meanwhile, th
percentage of adults in “Jewish” households self-identifying as “Jewish and something else
or as “partially Jewish” in the New York area shot up from 2 percent in 2002 to 12 percent i
2011.
In all of these communities, adding together the categories for “raised solely Jewish” an
“raised partially Jewish,” yields a majority of interfaith children being raised with som
connection to Judaism. Rabbi Blecher, based on his own experience with over one thousan
intermarried families in the Washington, D.C., area, concluded, “It is rare for a child o
intermarriage, even someone living a Christian life, not to identify as a Jew to some extent.”
Sociologist Steven Cohen of Hebrew Union College labels the children of Jewis
intermarriage who claim more than one religion as part of what he calls the “borderlan
Jews,” a term with a kind of Wild West air that appeals to my rebellious side. Howeve
this term has the same limitation as “half-Jew” or “partial Jew”—all these labels de ne us b
Jewish fraction while ignoring the rest of our (Christian or other) identities. The panic ove
Jewish continuity dominates both the research and the discourse on interfaith families.
Despite the signi cant number of parents choosing both religions for their children, unt
now, this choice has received little attention in the press or academia. Often, as I mentioned
these families have been accused of hastening the destruction of Judaism. And yet, many o
these parents feel they are helping to preserve Judaism, or other minority religions, b
educating their children in two faiths, rather than no faith, or only with the “default” religio
of Christianity. My children have only one Jewish grandparent. Would it have been better fo
them, or Judaism, or the world, if I had raised them without any Jewish education?
THE JOY OF BEING BOTH

The vast majority of books on intermarriage have focused on the challenges of interfaith lif
While I am well aware of these challenges, in this book I set out to tell a di erent side of th
story: how celebrating two religions can enrich and strengthen families, and how dual-fait
education can bene t children. In addition to interviews, I conducted two original survey
one survey of 256 interfaith parents with children in interfaith education program
throughout the country, and one of fty teens and young adults raised in these programs. O
the basis of the accumulated wisdom of these parents and children, and the teachers an
clergy working with them, I make the case here that we are raising interfaith ambassador
not lost and confused souls. As testament to the fact that interfaith families are feeling a ne
con dence in celebrating two religions, most of the people quoted in this book were willin
to use their real names. (In a few cases, I used first-name pseudonyms instead.)
I begin with my own story of growing up Jewish in an interfaith family, and then describ
why my husband and I joined the grassroots movement to form interfaith famil
communities. I explore the speci c bene ts of choosing both religions and then address th
most common objections to this choice. I pro le couples that have chosen this pathway, an
the clergy and teachers who support them. I describe interfaith birth rituals, coming-of-ag
rituals, and education. At the heart of the book, the rst generation of teens and young adul
to graduate from interfaith education programs relate their own experiences. And nally,
explore the next wave: Muslim, Hindu and Buddhist interfaith couples.
My intention is to share the joy that I have found in “being both.” I am motivated by th
tremendous spiritual strength and comfort I feel when sitting with my Christian husband an
my two interfaith teenagers, surrounded by over a hundred other interfaith families, singin
and re ecting together in a community that provides each of us with equal rights an
responsibilities. In this setting, it does not matter whose mother or father (or grandmother o
grandfather) was which religion. It does not matter who had, or did not have, a bris or
baptism. There are no prohibitions on which of us can read a text, or sip the wine, or touch
ritual object.
My own journey has convinced me that interfaith children, no matter what religiou
education they receive, no matter what religious labels they choose, embody two culture
and two religions. I argue that American religious institutions must acknowledge, rather tha
ignore, the reality of dual-faith identity and the children who represent the esh and bloo
bridges between religions. Is it unfair to expect interfaith children to play this novel role?
it a risky experiment to educate children in two religions, a leap into the unknown? I don
think so. Instead, I think being both may contribute to what the mystical Jewish tradition o
Kabbalah calls tikkun olam—healing the world.

CHAPTER ONE

Claiming My Interfaith Identity

W

week old, my Episcopalian mother secretly baptized me in the kitchen sin
of our walk-up apartment on Beacon Hill in Boston. She had promised to raise Jewis
children, and yet there she was, in those rst sleep-deprived days of motherhood, drippin
water on my forehead. She says she simply wanted to hedge her bets, to give me ever
possible protection. I also suspect that my baptism comforted her in a last moment o
connection to her churchgoing youth, on the cusp of her transformation into being the mothe
of a Jewish family.
Weeks later, not knowing that my mother had already performed the ritual, m
grandmother quietly performed my second baptism in her own kitchen sink. And then m
mother’s sister graced me with a third private and uno cial baptism. My mother, aunt, an
grandmother did not admit, even to one another, what they had done until years later.
As a mother myself, I have nothing but empathy and gratitude for my mother’s brave bu
covert gesture. These are the sacred duties of a mother: to love and to protect her child an
to transmit her history and culture. I think about my parents now, frail in their old age, sti
ercely loyal to each other, still deeply in love. Together, my parents have made
impossible for me to view interfaith marriage as a dilemma, a problem. Instead, the
bequeathed to me their joy and a sense that in joining together two or more cultures, w
share in an act of creativity and inspiration, an act of defiant spirituality and love.
One could theorize that my secret baptisms were the gestures that launched me on
journey beyond the labels and boundaries of religious institutions. Perhaps because I wa
blessed with tap water and illicit prayer, I was destined for an alternative pathway, drawin
from both sides of my religious heritage.
But then, consider the more traditional pathways taken by my three younger siblings, a
of them also secretly baptized: one is raising Jewish children, one is raising Catholic children
one prefers Buddhism. The lesson of my family may be that no choice by parents, no set o
rituals, can guarantee a particular religious outcome for children or grandchildren, given th
inevitability of intermarriage and the increasing religious uidity of our culture and of ou
world. Children, whether or not they are interfaith children, go out into this world and mak
their own religious choices.
HEN I WAS A

NO PATHWAY IS PERFECT: RAISED IN ONE RELIGION
After performing her secret baptisms, my mother held strictly to her commitment to raise u
as Jewish. She never once took us into a church. When my parents got engaged in 1960
clergy of every stripe were urging couples to choose one religion—as is still the case today—
and that is what my parents did. My mother threw herself into the project, becoming th
perfect “all but conversion” parent of Jewish children in an interfaith family. She learned t
cook matzoh balls and even took Hebrew classes so that she could follow the prayers whe

she accompanied us to synagogue. My siblings and I learned Hebrew, and became bar and ba
mitzvahs.
My parents worked hard to make us Jewish, in part because they knew our status wa
questionable in the eyes of the Jewish community. According to traditional Jewish law, o
halacha, Conservative and Orthodox Jews do not consider the children of Christian mothe
Jewish, and my father’s Judaism—Reform Judaism—is, well, chopped liver. In the 1960
individual Reform Jewish synagogues tended to accept the small number of children o
intermarried Jewish fathers, including me and my siblings, without having a concrete polic
on the subject. But I am sure my parents thought that by sending us to Jewish religiou
school, celebrating Jewish holidays, taking us to shul (synagogue), and abstaining from
church, they could convince the world we were “real” Jews.
In Sunday school, we embroidered yarmulkes and matzoh covers, we prayed for Isra
during the 1967 war, we read Anne Frank’s diary and wept over the Holocaust. How coul
we be anything but Jews? And in 1983, the year I graduated from college, the e orts of ou
family seemed to be rewarded when Reform rabbis voted to accept the children of Jewis
fathers as Jews, provided that the children were raised scrupulously as Jews, as we had been
I believe my parents made the right choice for our family in that time and place. In th
1960s, when intermarriage was still unusual, without the possibility of nding or forming
community that would support them in giving their children access to both religions, the
made a necessary and logical decision. I experienced the bene ts of being given a sing
religious identity but also the drawbacks.
In a di erent era, in a di erent place, faced with the same decision, I have made
di erent choice. I am raising my children as interfaith children, educating them in both o
their cultures, in both of their religions. As interfaith marriage has become common amon
Jews, a growing number of families are refusing to choose one religion. These families ar
giving priority to the full intellectual exploration of both religions by their children. The
want their children to feel proud, rather than con icted, about their dual heritage. And the
are forming communities of like-minded interfaith families to support them in this decision.
Will raising interfaith children with both religions doom Judaism? My children are onl
quarter-Jews by “blood,” and it is even the “wrong” quarter according to Conservative an
Orthodox Jews, because it comes through a patrilineal line. The logical choice might hav
been to choose to raise our children Episcopalian, the religion of three of their grandparent
Nevertheless, I see no reason not to give my children as much education in, and love fo
both religions as I can. Maybe they will end up marrying Jews and choosing Judaism for the
own families. Maybe they will end up Buddhists, or Unitarians, or Catholics. But they wi
never say that I withheld knowledge about their Jewish, or Protestant, heritage. Indeed,
cannot imagine suppressing such a compelling story.

PIONEERS IN INTERMARRIAGE
Emanuel Michael Rosenfelder, my German Jewish great-grandfather, was a circuit-ridin
rabbi serving Jewish communities up and down the Mississippi River in the late nineteent
century. While overseeing a Jewish orphanage in New Orleans, he met my grea
grandmother, whose parents had both died in a yellow fever epidemic. Together, they e

the tropical swamplands and moved upriver to Kentucky. My grandmother, Aimee Hele
Rosenfelder, was born in Louisville in 1896 and moved to Pennsylvania, to the little town o
Honesdale in the foothills of the Poconos, to marry my grandfather, Edward David Katz.
Their son, my father, William Emanuel Katz, became a bar mitzvah in 1937 at Temp
Beth Israel, a one-room white clapboard building on the banks of the Lackawaxen River. A
seventeen, he left Honesdale to study chemical engineering at MIT. He interrupted his studie
to serve as a radioman on the Paci c island of Tinian during World War II, then returned t
Boston, earned a graduate degree, and joined a small water-treatment company i
Cambridge, where he worked for over fty years. Tenacity is my father’s most notab
quality. He never left his first job, and he never gave up on the woman he wanted to marry.
Blonde, blue-eyed, and beautiful, Martha Elizabeth Legg had graduated from Sweet Bria
College, a women’s school in Virginia. Yet beneath this traditional Protestant exterior, m
mother had an adventurous spirit. As a comparative religion major, she had studied Easter
religions as well as the Bible as history, preparing her for a lifetime of comparative religio
in an interfaith marriage. After graduating from college, my mother took a job as a soci
worker in a Boston hospital.
One rainy night in 1953 at Boston’s Logan airport, Martha and Bill found themselves vyin
for the one taxi left at the stand, and then sharing a ride to Beacon Hill. Martha was awar
from the start that this man with curly red hair and owlish horn-rimmed glasses was Jewish
He, in turn, took note of her prim tweed suit and sensed from their rst meeting that sh
hailed from a different tribe. For seven years, they dated on and off in the lively singles scen
on Beacon Hill. The issue of religious di erence slowed their courtship, but at last, in 195
they became engaged.
Even though my mother had agreed to raise Jewish children, nding a rabbi was not easy
My father rst approached Rabbi Roland Gittelsohn of Temple Israel, the Reform synagogu
where my father had been a longtime member. He recalls the rabbi saying, “I’m sorry, I can
marry you unless your wife is going to convert.” Which she was not going to do.
My mother has not forgotten that day: “I was there, and I was mad as a wet hen. H
treated us as if we didn’t know what we were doing. And I was twenty-nine, and Bill wa
thirty- ve, and I thought, ‘He might have given us credit for having thought this out, yo
know?’” After a long search, they nally found a rabbi who agreed to o ciate, with m
mother’s Episcopal minister adding a blessing. I was born the following year, and over th
next decade, my parents were fruitful and had three more children.

RAISED AS A JEW, WITH CHRISTIAN ROOTS
When I was ve, we moved to the Boston suburbs and joined a new synagogue. Nevertheles
we were close to both sides of our extended family tree. At Christmas and Easter, we woul
visit my Episcopalian grandparents in Binghamton, New York. We opened mounds of presen
under the tree, awoke to Easter baskets magically brimming with chocolate, feasted and san
at the holiday meals with my grandparents and cousins. My parents made clear to us that w
could participate in these holidays, but that we were Jewish.
By traveling every Christmas, we avoided the question of whether or not to have
Christmas tree in our own house until my grandfather, my last Christian grandparent, die

when I was sixteen. With most of her family gone, my mother felt very emotional abou
Christmas. Decorating a tree became an important link to her family’s past, and so we bega
celebrating a secular Christmas and Easter at home. By that time, three out of four of us wer
teenagers anyway, with our Jewish identities safely rooted, or so my parents hoped.
As a teenager, I felt solely and completely Jewish. In part, this was a tribute to m
parents’ united front on our religious identity. On the High Holy Days in the fall, I was eage
to spend long hours in the synagogue with my father, while my mother often attended on
service with the younger children and then stayed home taking care of them. When I faste
with my father on Yom Kippur, I experienced how the light-headedness caused by an empt
stomach, coupled with chanting and praying, could bring about an interesting alteration i
consciousness, a sense of transcendence.
At the same time, I understood Judaism as being particularly compatible with moder
scienti c thought. I believed that the simplicity and rationality of Jewish theology ha
somehow inspired the multitude of great Jewish scientists. All in all, I felt lucky to be bor
into a religion that was spiritually, aesthetically, and intellectually satisfying.

STRADDLING THE LINE
Socially, the synagogue was another question entirely. Perhaps it was because my mothe
never felt comfortable with the “real” Jewish mothers, but our family never seemed to t i
there. While my mother came with us to synagogue, she did not join in the more soci
activities at the temple: baking challah, or working for the “Sisterhood” selling Jewish ritu
items. While I certainly did not see myself as Christian, or even, at that point, as an interfait
child, I knew I was di erent from my Sunday school classmates. I remember one day whe
the teacher drew a chalk line down the middle of the oor and asked us to pick a side. On
side was for people who identi ed themselves as “Jewish Americans,” the other side fo
“American Jews.” It was clear to me that the teacher hoped we would choose to be America
Jews—to place our greater loyalty with our religion and reduce our nationality to a modi e
It was also clear to me that I considered myself a Jewish American.
I felt paralyzed when faced with this choice. What I wanted to do was to straddle the lin
In retrospect, part of my paralysis came from my subconscious insecurity about trying t
“pass” as a real Jew. Would I be outed as a half-Jew if I stepped to the wrong (thoug
perhaps truthful) side of the room? Part of my paralysis came from the discomfort I fe
when faced with labels, boxes, dividing lines, choices. I was already beginning to feel that th
box labeled “Jewish” never seemed to contain my whole being. And I was keenly aware o
the divisive implications of this type of litmus test. As a child of intermarriage and as a Je
versed in the history of the Holocaust, the act of separating people out based on their belie
or religion felt very wrong to me.
The realization that Christianity could not be cleanly erased from our home or famil
narrative came gradually, through an accumulation of short conversations that ros
disconcertingly, to the smooth surface of the Jewish family life my parents had worked s
hard to create for their children. One day in the early 1970s, I returned home from junio
high and asked my mother, “But who do the Jews think that Jesus was?” My Jewis
education had been so thorough that I could not imagine believing that Jesus was th
Messiah. But in asking the question, I realize now, I was attempting to integrate the tw

worldviews present in our household: one overt, the other unspoken. “Jews might believe
my mother ventured carefully, “that Jesus was a prophet, like Moses or Elijah. He ju
happened to live long after the Torah was written, so he’s not in it.”
That is precisely the answer I give my own children today. But at the time, I felt the nee
to test my mother’s opinion against an “authentic” Jewish source: the Hebrew teacher hire
to tutor me in preparation for my bat mitzvah. When I related my mother’s suggestion tha
Jews might think of Jesus as a latter-day prophet, his face went crimson. “Jesus,” h
muttered, “was a two-bit rabbi.”
This was probably my rst experience with the sort of allergic response that many Jew
have to the mention of Jesus, even as a historical figure. Considering the atrocities committe
against Jews by Christians, this reaction is understandable. In some Jewish families, Jesus
the “J word,” a name never spoken aloud. Children in such families grow up with the ide
that Jews don’t “believe in” Jesus, often with the vague impression that Jesus was a mythic
gure. They do not have an opportunity to think about Jesus as a Jew, or the fact that bot
Christianity and Judaism changed dramatically in the century that followed his death.

OH, THEN YOU’RE NOT JEWISH
It was only when I began to enter the adult world that I started to encounter overt extern
resistance to my self-identi cation as a Jew. Despite the Hebrew, the bat mitzvah, and all o
my mother’s sacri ces, I began to meet people who told me that I simply wasn’t Jewish. As
student at Brown University, I met many Conservative and Orthodox Jews from New York
steeped in the Ashkenazic culture of Eastern Europe and “the City.” Having grown up i
Protestant New England, I didn’t know the di erence between a bagel and a bialy (to sta
with, the bialy has no hole in the center). And again and again, I was told I didn’t “look
Jewish—this said with varying degrees of hostility.
For interfaith children, the amalgam of race and culture and religion that is Judaism ofte
causes cognitive dissonance. Despite the way I see myself—as a spunky little Jewish woma
—Jews and non-Jews often remark that I don’t look Jewish, perhaps because of my sma
“Irish” nose. The remark is never really welcome. From non-Jews, it feels like an anti-Semit
compliment, as in, “You were lucky not to get Jewish looks.” When the remark comes from
Jew, I take it as a challenge, as in, “You don’t even look Jewish. You aren’t part of the tribe.
But the most persistent argument I faced was that I was not Jewish because Judaism
matrilineal, and my mother was not Jewish. Ironically, in the same years I faced the greate
rejection as a patrilineal Jew in college, Reform Jewish rabbis were working to pass th
historic 1983 resolution allowing the children of Jewish fathers to be accepted as Jews. Bu
this policy shift served merely to provoke the Conservative and Orthodox Jews I met o
campus. Suddenly, I was the public embodiment of a bitter struggle between the di eren
Jewish movements over “Who is a Jew?”
I remember a date with a pre-med student—a Conservative Jew from New York
Apparently, he thought having dinner with me was rebellious. “You’re not Jewish,” h
informed me. “My parents would rather have me marry a Falasha [an o ensive term for a
Ethiopian Jew], than marry you.” There was no second date. The racism inherent in h
declaration only struck me later. At the time, I was busy being stunned by the rejection.

Matrilineal descent has nothing to do with religious belief, and everything to do wit
identity as a tribe. As a college student studying biology and deconstructing race in courses o
the history of science, I found the concept of matrilineal Judaism infuriating. I knew tha
there were Jews of every ethnicity, some of them Jewish converts, and I was not going t
accept Judaism as a race.
In the university post o ce one day, a man from the Jewish Chabad movemen
approached me with a lulav and an etrog, the ritual palm frond and citrus fruit associated wit
the Jewish holiday Sukkoth. His intent was to bless Jewish students for the holiday. Whi
Jews do not generally proselytize, this particular Orthodox sect is known for their glob
outreach mission to nonpracticing Jews. He squinted at my frizzy Jewfro, pale skin, an
glasses, and asked, “Are you Jewish?”
I spat back, “That seems to be a matter of debate.”
“What do you mean?” he asked.
“My father is Jewish but not my mother. I was raised as a Jew, learned Hebrew, became
bat mitzvah.”
He started to walk away, mumbling, “You’re not Jewish.”
Boiling over, I shouted at his back, “That’s based on a biological fallacy. Don’t you kno
any genetics? The mother and father contribute equally to the child.” I knew that there wa
no point in arguing. But I couldn’t help myself. My period of innocent and enthusiast
Judaism was giving way to frustration at being told I could not be what I thought I was.
In this climate, I had no real way of solidifying my Jewish identity as a college studen
Hillel House, Brown’s chapter of the national Jewish campus support organization, wa
intended as a safe haven for practicing Jews, many of whom found my existence as a hal
Jew troubling. I steered clear of their celebrations.
Even when I returned to my childhood synagogue, I began to feel like an outsider. In th
sixties and seventies, my formative years, Reform Judaism enjoyed a spirit of opennes
re ecting the openness of American culture. Very few men wore yarmulkes, and almost n
one besides the rabbi wore the fringed prayer shawl, or tallit. Whether one labels this perio
with the derogatory term “assimilationist” or with the positive term “inclusivist,” it did mak
it easier for our interfaith family to feel comfortable there.
But by the 1980s, Reform Judaism, which began in Germany, was being transformed b
Eastern European Jews with more traditional roots. They brought with them the yarmulk
and tallit, and more Hebrew. At the same time, the waning of American anti-Semitism
emboldened Jews to become more public and more traditional in their practices. And th
birth of Israel and the Six-Day War sent a strong current of Zionism through America
Judaism. (Yet patrilineal half-Jews are not accepted as legal Jews in Israel and do not hav
the right to religious marriages or burials there.) So the increasing emphasis on loyalty t
Israel, as well as the more conservative religious practice, posed a problem for me.

AN INTERFAITH WEDDING: CHOOSING BOTH
Alienated from what had begun to feel like an insular and exclusionary Judaism, I was eage
as a young adult to explore other worldviews. As fate would have it, in high school I me
Paul Miller, an Episcopalian with a truly global spirit. By the time we got married, Paul ha

already lived in two Catholic countries (France and Haiti) and one Muslim countr
(Morocco). Paul feels most alive when immersed in other cultures, speaking other language
discovering new ways of being in the world. Our family joke is that, stranded as a teenager i
New England, he gravitated to the most exotic woman he could nd: a half-Jew. We r
began dating when I was fourteen, spent years living apart, sometimes on di eren
continents, and dating other people, but always gravitated back to each other.
After college, I spent three years working my way up from fact-checker to full reporter a
Newsweek, living in New York, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. When Paul was o ered
job with a Catholic agency in Dakar, Senegal, we decided, after more than ten years o
circling like orbiting planets, to get married. Suddenly, I had six weeks to pack a shipment o
personal e ects and 220-volt appliances, get tropical vaccinations, work my nal two week
in Washington, and plan an interfaith wedding.
In the midst of this urry of prenuptial activity, my father bravely took on the task o
approaching our rabbi about o ciating at the wedding. While intermarriage is o ciall
discouraged, each Reform rabbi makes his or her own decision about whether or not t
witness such marriages. My father reported back with the rabbi’s words: “I can’t touch it.”
A decade later, the rabbi who helped to reconnect me to Judaism explained to me tha
many Reform congregations prohibit rabbis from o ciating at intermarriages in the
employment contracts. But in that moment, the words the rabbi used seemed very persona
they labeled my marriage as something untouchable.
In the end, we had a strangely perfect wedding, witnessed by my husband’s cousin
Reverend Rick Spalding, a Protestant minister and pioneering interfaith educator, and Rabb
Benjamin Rudavsky, a civil rights activist. This was my rst experience with the creativ
thrill and jolt of power involved in designing an interfaith service. Choosing the elements t
include in our wedding, rather than following a prescribed liturgy, imbued the words an
rituals with a glow of meaning. It was the rst time I felt both sides of myself represented i
a religious service. But it would be years before I experienced this cohesion again. I still sa
myself solely as a Jew, though perhaps a Jew on the fringe.
Many of our friends and relatives experienced our wedding as a symbol of hope for peac
between world religions, a sign that love can overcome di erences, and an education fo
those from both sides of the aisle. Galvanized by these ideas, we began to think abou
educating our future children in both religions, even as we left the United States to begin ou
married life as expatriates in Africa.

LIFE ABROAD: BEYOND CHRISTIANITY AND JUDAISM
Each adventure in my young adulthood seemed destined to push me closer to the momen
when I would claim my interfaithness and choose this pathway for my children. Three day
after our wedding, I found myself formulating a new identity as a nice Jewish girl, married t
a Protestant boy, working for a Catholic organization, living in a Muslim country. The r
year in Africa was lonely, as I struggled through full-blown culture shock. One minute I was
single woman with an enviable job. The next minute, I was a married woman living i
Senegal, completely dependent on my husband, struggling to become fluent in French.
But in my second year, I began to fall for the giant baobab trees, the mangrove swamp

the lively sh markets along the beach. I conquered French and learned enough Wolof, th
most widely spoken Senegalese language, to bargain for a mango in the open-air market. An
I grew to appreciate the progressive form of Su mysticism practiced in Senegal,
predominantly Muslim country.
Three years in West Africa gave me breathing space to consider religion without feelin
pressure from American society to label myself. Sometimes, Senegalese acquaintances woul
ask my religion and I would proudly proclaim my Judaism. Often, I would be the rst Je
these African Muslims or Christians had met, and I was glad to make a good impression o
behalf of my people, to serve as a sort of unofficial Jewish ambassador.
Removed from the tensions of American politics and Middle Eastern strife, I began t
understand exactly how much Islam and Judaism share. Shortly after we arrived in Dakar, w
found ourselves in the home of a Senegalese schoolteacher on the outskirts of the city, a
guests for the Muslim holiday Senegalese call Tabaski (known in other parts of the Muslim
world as the Eid al Kabir). Tabaski celebrates Abraham’s sacri ce of a ram in lieu of his son
All day we sat, as friends and relatives came and went. The conversation was in Wolof,
language I didn’t yet speak, but slowly, I began to understand that Tabaski is the Muslim da
of atonement. Our host, dressed in a long damask robe, nally explained to me in French
“God forgives us for sins against God. But for sins against our fellow man, we must ask ou
forgiveness from our fellow man. So today, we go from house to house, asking our friend
and family for forgiveness.”
I was stunned. This was the exact language that Jews use during the High Holy Days o
Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah. I knew, intellectually, that Islam grew in part from Jewis
roots. But after a lifetime of reading about Middle East strife, I was emotionally unprepare
for this complete synchronicity. It seemed to me at that moment that, in actually travelin
from house to house, asking forgiveness, these Muslims were celebrating the true spirit of th
Jewish High Holy Days.
Our experience with Islam in Africa broadened my thinking beyond the “Christian o
Jewish” duality that had dominated my childhood. I began to understand the three Abraham
religions as variations on a monotheistic theme. But although I began to see each religion a
an equally valid system, I still saw them as mutually exclusive entities.
On our next overseas assignment, three years in northeastern Brazil, I discovered th
possibilities of syncretism—how the simultaneous practice of two religions can yield
powerful synergistic e ect. In Brazil, I was immersed in a culture formed through racial an
religious mixing. Brazil is roughly the same size as the continental United States, with a
equally diverse topography and culture. Both countries were built on the backs of enslave
African laborers, and both countries still struggle with this political and socioeconom
legacy. There is a huge di erence, however, in the way the two countries responded to th
African in ux. In the United States, African culture was forbidden and suppressed, an
through most of American history, we have continued to categorize people as either black o
white, with “one drop” of African blood often enough to color a person black. In part becaus
of this dualism, biracial children in the United States have had little choice but to self-identif
as black.
As an interfaith child, I see parallels between the state of being interracial and the state o
being interfaith in the United States. Society tags us with our minority status, no matter ho

fractional. And claiming the majority culture may feel cowardly—we do not want to abando
the minority. Caught between two identities in a binary system, we may feel marginalize
and misunderstood.
In contrast, in Brazil a third of the population claims mixed-race heritage. While skin colo
is noticed in Brazil and has socioeconomic repercussions, people do not tend to self-identif
as black or white. Fluid identity in Brazil extends beyond race to religion. About two-thirds o
Brazilians are Catholic, but almost two-thirds of these Catholics (many of them “white” b
American standards) also practice New World African or native Brazilian religions, such a
Candomblé and Umbanda. While living in Brazil, we danced every year in what may be th
greatest syncretic festival on the planet—Brazilian Carnival.
In the midst of this Brazilian religious and racial uidity, the rigid boundaries o
institutional Judaism came into stark relief. The only rabbi in town was a Chabadnik wh
rejected me as a Jew, excluding me from his community seder, while welcoming anothe
American who had been raised Christian but had a Jewish mother.
By the time we moved back to the States, my connections to institutional Judaism fe
tenuous indeed, and my mind was certainly expanded on issues of identity. While religiou
institutions often demonize the idea of religious syncretism, I began to understand that a
religions have syncretic elements, in that they continue to evolve and change and in uenc
each other—even Judaism. And I began to resist the idea that this blurring of boundaries, th
religious layering, threatens the well-being of practitioners. It may threaten institutions, bu
that’s another story.

FINDING AN INTERFAITH HOME
We arrived back in the United States in 1997, with an infant son and a toddler daughter i
tow, all of us weary of travel. It was time to plant our family in an American community an
make some decisions about the religious education of our children.
Living overseas in a city without a synagogue had allowed us to delay these decision
though we celebrated both sets of holidays at home. When we married, my chivalrou
husband, the great-grandson of an Episcopal bishop, o ered that he would be willing to rais
our children as Jews. Ironically, I was the one who could not imagine trying to shield m
children from the Christian reality of three-quarters of their family tree. At the same time,
didn’t necessarily want to subject my quarter-Jew children to the experience I’d had o
constantly having to defend my Jewish identity.
I wanted my children to be able to understand their Christian heritage, to be educate
about and comfortable with Christianity in a way I never had been. I also knew I wante
them to be educated about their Jewish heritage, and to have a positive relationship wit
Judaism. I did not want them to feel that they were trying to “pass” as Christians. And
more universalist pathway, such as Baha’i or Unitarianism, seemed to ignore the detaile
funk and grit of our two family traditions. I wanted to give our children the speci city of ou
religions and a sense of their place on the family tree.
We settled in Takoma Park, Maryland, a diverse and unusually freethinking suburb o
Washington, D.C. It is probably no coincidence that the Interfaith Families Project of Greate
Washington (IFFP) was founded there. By the time we arrived, IFFP was four years old an

had already grown from four families to fty- ve. IFFP describes itself as “an independen
community of interfaith families committed to sharing, learning about, and celebrating ou
Jewish and Christian heritages.” My daughter, then four years old, entered the Sunda
school, where she immediately began learning about Judaism and Christianity in equal part
taught by paired teams of Jewish and Christian teachers.
We thought we were joining this community for the sake of our children. But when I foun
IFFP, I found the community that I myself had been searching for all my life: A communit
where interfaith marriage was the norm. A community where no one would challenge m
right, or the right of my children, to claim Judaism. A community where people wit
patrilineal and matrilineal Jewish heritage had equal standing. A community where I coul
safely explore the role that Christianity has played in the history of Judaism and in m
family. A community where my husband and I could feel equally respected, where neither o
us would feel like a guest. And nally, a community where I felt my family could be at th
center, rather than on the periphery.
In my second year at IFFP, I found myself on the board of the organization. Membe
referred to me as the “interfaith poster child,” since I was the rst adult child o
intermarriage to take a leadership position in the group. In my fourth year, I became one o
the two board co-chairs.
Meanwhile, my parents watched with growing fascination as I immersed myself in th
local and national movement to raise children with two religions. They attended IFF
functions, where they proudly held court, wearing name badges that read “Interfait
Pioneer.” At last, they were getting some credit for their long and successful intermarriage.
As I became more comfortable discussing Jesus as a historical gure and a Jew, the part
line in our family—that my mother had agreed to raise us as Jews because she didn’t car
that much about religion—was revealed as a bit of a myth. Only as an adult, as I began m
rst tentative attempts at a remedial education in basic Christianity, did I learn that afte
college, my mother had applied to Union Theological Seminary, the historic and progressiv
Protestant seminary in New York City.
I was astounded by this revelation. Through years of encouraging her daughters to ge
good educations, my mother had somehow never mentioned that she had applied to graduat
school? Clearly, not too many years before her marriage, Christianity had meant quite a lo
to her. In the end, she did not enter the seminary; in part because, as a woman, she could no
become an Episcopal priest. (The Episcopal Church did not ordain women until 1974.) An
she did not want to go to seminary “just” to become a Sunday school teacher.
So, if my mother had entertained aspirations of priesthood, why were we raised as Jews
Because my father wanted it, but also because my mother thought it was impractical for us t
try to “pass” as Christians. “It didn’t seem reasonable to me to raise you as Christians,” sh
says. But my mother also thought her own spiritual questioning disquali ed her as a stron
religious role model. As she recalls, “I didn’t even know what I believed at that point, and
still don’t. So raising you as Christians didn’t seem fair.” And thus she put aside he
Christianity and instead devoted herself to raising Jewish children. Now, when my mothe
visits our interfaith community, she often comments that she wishes that such a suppo
group had existed when we were children.
Almost fteen years after joining IFFP, with my teenagers now graduated from the

formal interfaith education program, I still feel the euphoria of belonging. The Jewish peop
will always be my people, and I will stand up for them and against anti-Semitism whenever
am needed. And I still do not describe myself as a Christian, having been raised exclusively a
a Jew. Like most of the children being raised in our community, I see Jesus as a teacher, no
as a personal savior. Most often, I define myself as a Jew who celebrates my interfaithness.
Nevertheless, I have chosen as my primary religious community a fully interfait
community: a community in which I can be completely myself—my whole self, not “hal
anything, someone without an asterisk, without need of explanation or quali cation. W
decided that this was the greatest gift we could give our children—a community where the
can feel that they are at the heart, not in the extremities. Yes, they can learn Hebrew, the
can learn the history of the Jewish people and claim that history as their own. But they ca
also learn the Sermon on the Mount and contemplate all that has made the Jew named Jesu
so compelling to the world. And they can learn that their grandmother, my mother, continue
our interfaith family tradition by baptizing them in her kitchen sink. They can celebrate he
loving gesture, without any need for secrecy or guilt.

CHAPTER TWO

A Grassroots Social Movement

F

OR INTERFAITH FAMILIES,

nding community has been a historical challenge. Some have foun
a home in Unitarian Universalist congregations, in Quaker meeting houses, in Baha
temples, in Ethical Culture, in Secular Humanistic Judaism, or in progressive churches an
synagogues. Many other families abandoned hope of nding a community that would accep
them, and felt forced to become “do-nothings.” Some became embittered by rejection an
abandoned the idea that religious community could be beneficial.
The radical vision of designing a community speci cally for interfaith families—whic
values both religions and both spouses equally—began to crop up spontaneously in citie
around the country in the 1980s. With the increasing rate of intermarriage, the density o
families in urban areas who yearned for such a solution became high enough that interfait
communities began to naturally coalesce.
In this chapter, I trace the evolution of this grassroots movement. For interfaith familie
and for clergy who want to help them, this history may provide inspiration to nd or form
such a group, or to at least borrow ideas from these groups. At the same time, the story o
the growth of this movement may help explain to skeptics why so many volunteers have bee
willing to work to build interfaith communities from the ground up.

DOVETAIL: NATIONAL SUPPORT
Many of the earliest interfaith communities found each other and became loosely connecte
through the Dovetail Institute for Interfaith Family Resources. Dovetail, founded in 1992
served as a clearinghouse that maintained a virtual bulletin board for people seeking to n
other interfaith families, published a newsletter, and organized a series of nation
conferences where leaders from the various groups met to share ideas and resources.
Over the years, some interfaith family communities rose up and then naturally phased ou
when the children graduated, or families decided to a liate with churches or synagogues, o
parents simply lacked the energy and time to continue. Groups in the San Francisco Bay are
Memphis, Minneapolis, and New Haven all ourished for a while and then became les
active. Such smaller, informal groups can serve a real and important purpose. But eventually
in order to become sustainable, the largest groups have invested in some combination o
sta ng, communications, programming for adults, and space for growth. It is not easy t
keep a group running on volunteer energy alone, without endowments, church buildings, o
institutional support. In spite of this, the three largest and most successful programs pro le
below (in New York, Chicago, and Washington) have continued to expand and thrive, an
spin off new groups.
Dovetail did not necessarily promote the idea of independent interfaith communities. Mar
Heléne and Ned Rosenbaum, who formed the heart and soul of the organization until the
retired (and retired Dovetail with them), raised their own children with both religions in th

1960s and ’70s through separate attendance at both church and synagogue, before the adven
of interfaith communities. They describe their pioneering family in the joint memoi
Celebrating Our Di erences. But through the 1990s and 2000s, Dovetail was the only nation
organization even open to discussing the idea of interfaith communities.
Most religious institutions gave Dovetail a wide berth, fearing that the organization wa
somehow encouraging a “mixing” of religions. “The mere fact that the organizatio
acknowledged the possibility of a successful dual-faith approach meant the Jewis
establishment saw Dovetail as promoting that option,” recalls Mary Heléne Rosenbaum
Nevertheless, Dovetail board members and conference speakers included many forward
thinking rabbis and people in the Jewish outreach movement who appreciated the need fo
or at least wanted to understand, this independent organization. Important early suppo
came from Egon Mayer, the hugely respected sociologist who both studied intermarriage a
an academic and advocated, as a founder of the Jewish Outreach Institute, for bette
treatment for non-Jewish spouses within Jewish communities.
The rejection of Dovetail by Jewish institutions is ironic in light of the religious journey o
Dovetail founder Joan Hawxhurst. A Protestant married to a Jew, Hawxhurst founde
Dovetail after an uncomfortable experience in a synagogue group for interfaith couple
where she felt she was “steered rmly, if surreptitiously, toward the decision to create
Jewish home,” and where she felt “excluded and faintly disrespected.” A decade later, i
what she describes as a “beautiful irony,” Hawxhurst and her husband ultimately joined
Jewish congregation and raised their children as Jews, in a Jewish home. She wrote, “Withi
the supportive Dovetail community, we were able to explore the possibilities, talk about th
tough issues, and come to our own mutually acceptable solution.”

THE NEW YORK MODEL: START WITH EDUCATION
The novel idea of an intentional community for interfaith families rst took root on th
Upper West Side of New York in 1987. What eventually became the Interfaith Communit
(IFC) began with the vision of two women, both parents at the private Trinity School. Le
Gruzen, a Protestant married to a Jewish man, rst articulated the idea of raising dual-fait
children in Raising Your Jewish/Christian Child (1987). “My book started with the premise tha
the children of mixed marriage have an incredibly rich heritage, and to amputate it b
pushing away the ‘other,’ or being afraid of the ‘other,’ and not mining it for everything tha
both sides have to offer would be an incredible missed opportunity,” Gruzen told me.
Gruzen’s vision inspired Sheila Gordon, a Conservative Jew married to an Episcopalia
man, who worked with Gruzen and other like-minded parents to create the rst interfait
education program as an afterschool program at Trinity. Today, some twenty- ve years late
Gordon still leads the IFC board, coordinating six chapters in four states.
Gordon recalls her motivation to launch the original group: “My husband and I felt ther
must be a way to respect and engage seriously in our own religious traditions, and that w
had just hit a complete brick wall with the institutions,” she says. “Some of the rest of u
were feeling marginalized, diminished by whatever powers that be, public opinion, all o
that. We were looking for a place to go and do it in an authentic way. Some of us wer
concerned about Jewish continuity in addition. I was constantly getting that question
‘Haven’t you broken that chain? Don’t you feel responsible to your heritage?’ That kind o

question was very prominent at that time.”
After several years, the original cohort of children had graduated, and the religiou
education program lapsed into dormancy. And yet, the original families continued to gathe
for holidays, including popular lay-led Jewish High Holy Day services. The experience o
being together remained powerful. And Sheila Gordon knew that with increasin
intermarriage rates, the need to support interfaith families had only grown. So she retire
from her career in academia and foundation work in 2001 and put her considerab
managerial skills into relaunching the interfaith education program and professionalizing th
organization. She drew on the successful programs in Chicago and Washington but also hire
Jewish and Christian educators to design a new curriculum. And she recruited an advisor
board filled with supportive clergy.
In the decade since the relaunch, Gordon has seen religious institutions begin to open up t
the reality of intermarriage. In 2001, the original tag line for the group was “A safe an
neutral space for Jewish/Christian families.” She says, “Ten years later, that really is n
longer the way we think about our work. It really was defensive and apologetic. Those word
were pretty powerful, and they still are for some people. But it is much more apologetic an
marginal than our new tag line, which is ‘Two religions, one family, a model fo
Jewish/Christian families.’ That’s a big shift.”
Gordon speci cally designed the new program in a format that could be easily replicate
to form branches in other locations. Now, in addition to the original program in Manhattan
there are IFC chapters in Boston; Danbury, Connecticut; New York’s Westchester County an
Long Island; and the Orange/Rockland/Bergen counties of New Jersey and New York.

THE CHICAGO MODEL: GROWING
FROM A COUPLES GROUP
In New York, where the founding families already had children, the driving factor in creatin
a group was the desire for an interfaith religious education program, with adult support an
education and community following later. An alternative model involves gathering youn
intermarried couples into a circle for discussion, holiday celebrations, and socializin
Eventually, when children are born into the group and reach school age, the need for a
interfaith school naturally follows.
This was the case in Chicago, where, in 1988, young couples founded the Jewish Cathol
Couples Dialogue Group (“the Dialogue Group”) as a resource and discussion forum t
wrestle with the common issues of weddings, extended family, and balancing the religiou
practices of intermarried adults. By 1993, when many of the couples had young children
some of the original members had formed a religious education program, the Interfait
Family School, with a curriculum developed by founding member Patty Kovacs. Later, Eilee
O’Farrell Smith spun o a separate organization, the Interfaith Union, dedicated to helpin
with baby-welcoming ceremonies and to providing interfaith education in the Chicag
suburbs.
The Chicago groups were very fortunate to have the involvement of clergy from th
outset. Their situation was somewhat unusual, with a historically progressive local Cathol
leadership centered downtown at Old Saint Patrick’s Church, coupled with a signi can

demographic of Jews and Catholics intermarrying. The Catholic Church has a very wis
requirement for pre-marriage counseling, the Pre-Cana program, and clergy in Chicago hel
connect interfaith couples to the Dialogue Group. Families in the Interfaith Family School ar
welcomed both at Mass at Old Saint Pat’s, and in some local Jewish congregations.
In other cities, groups have not necessarily found that type of institutional support from
churches or synagogues. “Movements always come from the ground up, not the top down
muses Chicago’s Father John Cusick. “The only advice I would give couples who want t
make something like this happen is, don’t go running to authority for permission. You go t
your leaders for counsel and encouragement, not for permission.”
Almost twenty years after its creation, the Interfaith Family School is thriving, with som
80 families and 120 students enrolled in kindergarten through eighth grade. Group founde
Patty and David Kovacs have two children, now in their twenties. “If you’re going to do both
it’s hard,” says David, the Jewish spouse. “It’s a commitment. You can’t do this and be th
bagel-and-lox-kind of Jews,” he says. He believes that giving children both Catholicism an
Judaism works best when families are committed to attending Mass, synagogue, and th
Interfaith Family School. This model may require more e ort, but Kovacs is not surprise
that the Dialogue Group and Family School continue to thrive. “It’s gotten easier for peop
to get intermarried, and Jewish congregations are getting more welcoming,” he notes. “Bu
interfaith families are always going to have this independent stripe to them.”

THE BAY AREA MODEL: FAMILY COOPERATIVES
Meanwhile, in the East Bay Area of San Francisco in 1989, rabbi and psychotherapist Yesha
Charles Familant began meeting with young interfaith couples in his converted garage o c
once a month on Friday nights, for Shabbat blessings and discussion. Many Jewish institution
now provide support groups for intermarried couples, led by rabbis or lay Jewish counselor
But in California, Rabbi Familant’s group evolved into something revolutionary when h
brought in a Catholic priest, Father John Hester, as a fellow adviser to the couples. “Th
rabbi quickly realized that either people were asking questions about Christianity that neede
answers, or that it would be better with balance, but it happened that he was very goo
friends with Father Hester and asked him to join us,” recalls Alicia Torre, an original membe
of the group.
As the couples began to have children, Rabbi Familant and Father Hester continued t
provide support. “All of our kids had joint Hebrew baby-namings and baptisms with Rabb
Familant and Father Hester,” recalls Torre, the mother of three sons who are now in the
twenties. Torre was raised Episcopalian; her husband, Jonathan Nimer, was raised Jewish
They knew from the start of their marriage that they wanted to celebrate both religions wit
their children. “We both had very strong cultural values that mattered to us, and neither of u
were interested in converting,” explains Torre. “Part of our marriage vows were committin
to a home in which there would be celebrations in both traditions.”
Having made this decision, Torre was highly motivated to help create an interfait
religious education program for her family. While on maternity leaves in 1991 and 1994, sh
traveled to both New York and Chicago to research the successful programs already unde
way. “Lee Gruzen’s was the only book that was positive about dual upbringing,” she recall
But she felt called to build a community of her own.
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